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Principle 5:
Win Hearts and Minds – How to Inspire, Engage and Influence

the economist alfred Marshall used to tell his colleagues to ‘Increase the number of those in 
the world with cool heads and warm hearts.’ a warm heart matters as much to gravitas as a 
cool head and this is the focus of this chapter. emotion channelled out into the world via your 
eyes, your voice and your energy is the spark that sets your idea alight and allows it to spread. 

whether you call it pathos (as the greeks did) or emotional intelligence (as we do these days) 
be sure of one thing – emotion matters when it comes to gravitas.

aristotle thought emotion was so important that he devoted a whole chapter to it in The Art 
Of Rhetoric. cicero waxed lyrical, saying that emotion should flow through your speech like 
blood through the body. He also said the eyes were the window to the soul. It’s a good way 
to look at emotion. You feel it and express it and the audience is moved by your true feeling. 
acting it fools no one in the end – least of all you. You have to start with what matters to you, 
what you believe, and go from there.

we’re going to investigate this driver at the heart of gravitas – the passion that fires you 
with enthusiasm and makes you compelling to others. I’m going to show you why emotion is 
essential to balance your logic and give you some tools to help you access yours. 
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Light the spark

An idea is powerless if it stays inside of you … if you communicate an idea in a way that 
resonates, change will happen and you can change the world. 
nancy duarte, ceo and author

If you’re wondering why emotion matters, you can blame your brain. descartes should have 
said, ‘I feel, I think, therefore I am.’ think about the last time you made a decision. first you 
got the gut feeling, good or bad: ‘I love that’, ‘I hate that’, ‘I’m worried’, ‘I’m curious’. then your 
brain has a little chat with itself and works out the logic to back up the feeling.

what you’re experiencing is the activity of two parts of your brain: the neocortex, which does 
analysis, language, reason and hears the argument; and the limbic system, the seat of emotion, 
of feeling. and the feeling part tends to win.

the process goes something like this. Your attention is attracted by something new. the 
information goes to the limbic system, which decides if it is agreeable (true) or disagreeable 
(false). the limbic system then gives positive emotions to agreeable information or negative 
emotions to disagreeable information. we form our beliefs and our sense of true and false in 
this emotional centre. then we justify our belief in the neocortex; the seat of logic. 

when it comes to gravitas the transference of enthusiasm matters as much as the clarity of 
your reason. when you find the balance between head and heart, reason and emotion (or 
logos and pathos as aristotle called it), your gravitas really kicks in.

the expert Problem 

She runs the gamut of emotions from A–B. 
dorothy parker on Katharine Hepburn

‘Help, I’ve been invited to speak at ted.’ My client is a brilliant economist whose career has 
seen him work both in universities and in finance. It should have been so simple to stand up 
and dazzle on the ted stage. In theory he’d done enough teaching to know how to craft and 
deliver a great talk. He’d also spent a month working hard with a professional speech-writer to 
get the words just so.

so far, so good. But with a week to go they hit a problem. the speech captured his wisdom but 
he wasn’t making it sing in rehearsal. He sounded flat, a little monotonous – a talking head. He 
had the classic expert’s problem. too much expertise and not enough emotion.

everything in moderation is a maxim that applies to analysis. Here the balance you must 
find for the gravitas spirit level is between emotion and analysis. Both are essential if you 
are to influence your audience with your ideas. Much as it matters to get your logos, your 
reasoning, clear, you can go too far with it. too much precision makes you seem cold and 
overly controlled. as philosopher Bertrand russell put it, ‘the degree of one’s emotions varies 
inversely with one’s knowledge of the facts.’ In other words, the more you know the harder it is 
to get excited about it (and to excite others). when you know too much you get caught up in 
analysis. 
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science is discovering that Bertrand russell was right. scientists in australia put 45 college 
students under an MrI scanner and presented them with one set of exercises that required 
them to think about how others might feel and another set of exercises where they had to 
solve physics problems. what they found is that when the brain fires up empathy, it suppresses 
the neural network for analysis. and when the networks in the brain fire up for analysis, the 
neural networks for empathy are repressed. MrI scanners showed that the feeling exercises 
switched off the parts of the brain used for analysis and switched on their social network. the 
physics exercises switched off the empathy part of the brain and switched on the analytical 
network. as anthony Jack, assistant professor of cognitive science at case western reserve 
university explains it, the challenge is this:

You want the ceo of a company to be highly analytical in order to run a company efficiently … 
But, you can lose your moral compass if you get stuck in an analytic way of thinking. You never 
get by without both networks. You don’t want to favor one, but cycle efficiently between them 
and employ the right one at the right time.

the australian research showed that how we spend our time changes our brains. we need to 
be aware of the possible blind spots this may cause us to have. Has your training made you 
more analytical or more emotional? what do you need to do to find the balance? 

the difference between analysis and feeling can be symbolised as the difference between head 
and heart. Both are essential to gravitas. You need to be aware of when you’re in analysis – 
stepped back, and when you’re in feeling – in the moment. You need to be able to change gear 
between them.

try this
1: Head or Heart Questionnaire 

are you more of an analytical-disassociated person or a feeling-associated person when the 
going gets tough? we all do both but tend to get stuck in one or the other in challenging 
moments.

let’s map the two states first so you know the difference, then I’ll show you how to move 
between them. Below is a grid to help you decide if you are more in your head or your heart. 
choose which description fits you best professionally (and check in to see if you do something 
different in your personal life). 
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a – Heart
Presence: 
you are mostly connected 
– in the experience.

B – Head
Distance: 
you are mostly outside 
something – observing, 
detached.

Perspective In your own body, present 
and tuned in to your 
feelings and those of other 
people.

You see things looking out 
from your own eyes.

You are stepped back 
– seeing things from a 
distance. see things ‘over 
there’.

You see your body from the 
outside, as if on a movie 
screen.

You are more in your 
thoughts than emotions, 
reflective, analytical.

awareness of time You are mostly in the 
moment. You often lose 
track of time, becoming 
completely absorbed.

You spend most of your 
time thinking about past 
and future, analysing, 
assessing, planning.

Voice lots of range and rich 
resonance. engaging and 
inspiring.

flatter tone, thoughtful 
and considered voice. 
analytical.

Body tuned in to feeling in body 
and emotional state

lean forward, bright 
eyes, colour in cheeks. 
passionate.

disconnected from feelings 
– in analysis.

lean back and focus eyes 
away, sense that you are 
distant. reflective, cool-
headed.

count up how many of your answers are from column a and how many from column B.

Mostly a answers You are more associated in life – more heart/emotional. Your challenge is to 
find more structure and you’ll benefit from developing your analysis. take time to step back 
and reflect sometimes. see the world from a distance, especially when you get overwhelmed. 
take the feeling out of it by getting some perspective. You can even imagine standing on top 
of a big hill looking down on the scene from far away. It’s about being able to choose to make 
decisions without being overwhelmed by emotion. see Mind: find Your objectivity (How to 
disassociate) on page 6.

Mostly B answers You are more disassociated – more head/analytical. You need the same 
programme as Mr ted, to engage emotionally. the trick is to get into your emotions, into your 
values, so you can really connect and have conviction and enthusiasm. that way you’ll inspire 
your audience too. see Heart: find Your enthusiasm (How to associate) on page 6.
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Mix of a and B answers You are well balanced between emotion and analysis, which is a good 
basis for gravitas. Your challenge now is to up your game – to develop both your association 
and your disassociation so you can do both when needed. 

try this
2: Heart and Head – How to Use association and disassociation 

There are two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as 
though everything is.
albert einstein, theoretical physicist

Heart: Find Your enthusiasm (How to associate) 
If you want to enjoy the moment and really be present (and have presence and charisma) step 
into association. the good moments in life are best enjoyed in association – in the here and 
now, not ‘over there’. plus being in your body, fully alive and engaged is the best way to fire 
up an audience. If you want to be more associated in life your beliefs are a good place to start. 
what you believe about life tunes you into the heart of the gravitas equation – your knowledge, 
your purpose, your passion. one way to make progress here is to get a copy of caroline’s book, 
Gravitas and read and reflect on Principle 3, I Believe. If you can write down five beliefs that 
really fire you up you are well on the road to association – and to igniting the interest of your 
audience.

Mind: Find Your Objectivity (How to disassociate) 
analysis and objectivity require disassociation. Bad memories and feelings are easier when 
you get some distance and detach from them. If the situation is uncomfortable or there are 
negative emotions it can be really helpful to step back and view with some objectivity.

Flex
the table below contains tips to help you flex between a warm heart – the passion and 
engaging energy of association, with the cool head and analysis of disassociation, where you 
step back and see the bigger picture.

to associate to disassociate

get into your body. do a physical warm-up, 
whether it’s running first thing or walking 
or some light stretches. anything that 
gently gets you into your body is good.

step back from the situation in your mind’s 
eye. Imagine looking down on it from a 
long way away. get distance from it to take 
the emotion out.

Be fully in your senses. see what you see, 
hear what you hear, feel what you feel, out 
there in the world.

If negative emotions crowd in you can 
imagine the scene is on a smartphone 
screen and that you can push it away into 
the distance until it is tiny.

tell personal stories to connect you. Bring 
the data to life.

If someone’s voice is making you feel bad 
imagine turning the volume down until you 
can’t hear them anymore or imagine they 
sound like Mickey Mouse.
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Bright spot Momentum - turning Caroline’s ideas into progress 

Having watched Caroline’s explanations in the film and read more here, what ideas do 
you now have for improving your ability to influence others?

What, specifically, will you practice or go and research in more depth? Will you email 
Caroline (as she offered Bright spot Club members in the film) to request any of 
her downloadable audio courses? Who do you know who is already good at these 
skills who you could seek advice and feedback from on your journey to ever greater 
influencing success?

?
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You’ve been working on:

How to Inspire, Engage and Influence Your Audience


